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research questions

For L2 (second language) learners, how are plurals shaped by underlying mental processes?

Is it different for learners from different language backgrounds?

Could differences found in the underlying mental processes lead to developing more effective
pedagogical methods?

research methodology: priming effects

In a priming experimental design, a computer is set up to display the following to a participant:

The participant is then given a task to perform based on the target.
In a lexical decision task , the participant presses a button to indicate whether the target is a
word or non-word.
In a classification task , the participant must press a button to classify the targets based on a
more focused question such as is there more than one, or is the target noun a particular gender.

morphological priming effects

Diependaele et al (2011)
Masked morphological priming with a lexical decision task:

type forward mask (500ms) prime(53ms) TARGET

Transparent ###### viewer VIEW
Pseudo ###### corner CORN
Form Control ###### freezer FREE

Results
For Native Speakers (NS), transparent condition and pseudo condition had significant priming
effects with relatedness at 36ms and 15ms respectively compared to form at 1ms. The only
difference to reach significance was transparent with form.
For Non-Native Speakers (NNS) (Spanish L1), all three conditions had significant effects with
relatedness with the following primes: transparent (35ms), pseudo (25ms) and form (14ms).

syntactic priming effects

Sereno (1991)
Masked syntactic priming in Native Speakers (NS) with a lexical decision task:

type forward mask(500ms) prime(60ms) TARGET

congruent begin this CIRCUS
tiger could PONDER

incongruent tiger this PONDER
could ponder CIRCUS

Results
Significant priming effects showed for determiner-NOUN pairs at 34 ms over determiner-VERB
pairs. Likewise, modal-VERB pairs had significant priming effects with 23ms over modal-NOUN
pairs.

morphosyntactic priming effects

Ansorge et al (2012)
Masked morphosyntactic priming in German NS with a gender-classification task:

die : singular nominative feminine, Gabel : feminine noun in English: ‘fork’
der : singular nominative masculine, Mund : masculine noun in English: ‘mouth’

type forward mask(200ms) prime(34ms) backward mask(34ms) TARGET

congruent BAEAFGILHT die AFCFDZGLZM Gabel
BAEAFGILHT der AFCFDZGLZM Mund

incongruent BAEAFGILHT die AFCFDZGLZM Mund
BAEAFGILHT der AFCFDZGLZM Gabel

Results
A gender-classification task was used to focus attention since this determiner/noun morphosyn-
tactic priming is thought to have weak automaticity. A strong automaticity effect such as
morphology from Diependaele et al (2011) would be able to use a unfocused task (i.e. lexical
decision) to see results. A significant effect of congruence was found (12ms).

our initial experiment

English NS were given a lexical decision task using the following experimental design:

type forward mask (500ms) prime(50ms and 67ms) TARGET

congruent ######### this MACHINE
######### these MACHINES

incongruent ######### this MACHINES
######### these MACHINE

control (nonword) ######### shige MACHINES
######### shige MACHINE

Results
Consistent with Ansorge (2012) on weak automaticity effects, no priming was found at 50ms
but a significant effect of plurality was found indicating that the plural morpheme was being
processed and adding complexity to the word. At 67ms, no significance was found in either
plurality or congruence.

results: 50ms
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results: 67ms
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follow-up

• Change the design of the task to focus the automaticity to plurality by using a more-
than-one type classification task

• Increase timing of prime to 250ms to test unmasked priming in the lexical design task

• After more robust results are collected for NS, test NNS based on language backgrounds

mind model

• Procedural memory is used for processing morphology as discrete attachable units (Ullman
2005)

• Lexical memory is used to store whole words

• NNS might store whole words in Lexical memory instead of processing morphology in
procedural memory (Silva & Clahsen, 2008)

possible teaching implications

Should plurals in NNS be taught with grammatical activities?
A review of 9 recent ESL grammar texts found rules and cloze exercises popular for teaching
plurals:

I want shirt (these / this)
I want shirts (these / this)

This method might be efficient if plurality is processed in procedural memory.
Or should plurality be taught as vocabulary:

shirt this shirt a shirt one shirt
shirts these shirts some shirts two shirts

Vocabulary has shown effects teaching with flashcards (Elgort 2011, Nation 2011) thus using
flashcards to teach plurality might be more effective if it is processed in lexical memory instead
of processed as morphology. Further research intends to aid the possible teaching implications.
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